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Thermodynamic analysis is one of the most important
tools to develop the efficiency of distillation processes.
It is helpful to quantify the thermodynamic efficiency
of the process and identify the poor efficiency regions.
Thermodynamic targets can be defined for modification in
the column based on poor efficiency regions.
Thermodynamic analyses are applied to reduce exergy
loss, or equivalently, entropy generation in a distillation
column. Entropy generation in distillation columns is
produced from heat transfer with finite temperature
driving force, mixing of non-equilibrium vapor and liquid,
pressure drop across the column and entropy generation
due to heat loss to the ambient from the column surface.
Two different ways are introduced to analyze distillation
column thermodynamically, exergy analysis and an
approach based on the temperature vs. enthalpy (T-H)
curve.
Exergy analysis is useful to understand energy
efficient distillation processes[1-4]. It is used in most of
the processes especially in gas separation processes (or
low temperature processes). Another usage of exergy
analysis in distillation column is for thermal integration
of a column with other operation units. In Exergy
analysis, it is necessary to consider performance criteria
parameters to compare different conditions. Exergetic
efficiency is a very prominent parameter to define total
exergy loss in a distillation column. Exergetic efficiency
indicates significant information about the potential of
the column for improvement. High exergetic efficiency
doesn’t guarantee very low exergy loss in the column.
For example, the potential for a large mass flow heat
exchanger improvement is low and it needs large
investment, on the other hand, if a low exergetic efficiency
and a low exergy loss happen in an operation system
simultaneously, improvement is not worthwhile, but if
exergetic efficiencies are not very high and exergy losses
are significant, there is a great potential for improvement.
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Abstract

In this paper, an exergy analysis approach is proposed for
optimal design of distillation column by using Genetic
algorithm. First, the simulation of a distillation column is
performed by using the shortcut results and irreversibility
in each tray is obtained. The area beneath the exergy loss
profile is used as Irreversibility Index for exergy criteria.
Then, two targets optimization algorithm (SA, Simulated
Annealing) is used to maximize recovery and minimize
irreversibility index in a column by six different variables
(Feed Condition, Reflux Rate, Number of theoretical
stage, Feed Trays (Feed Splitting, three variables)). SA
uses one objective function for the purpose or alters
two targets optimization to one target optimization.
Then, GA optimization algorithm is used for two targets
optimization except Pareto set which is used instead of
objective function; finally, the results are compared with
SA results. Then, one pump-around is considered to obtain
better results (OPT2). Irreversibility index criterion is
compared with exergetic efficiency, constant and variable
feed composition splitters are considered.
Key words: Exergy analysis; Irreversibility index;
Genetic algorithm; Process optimization; Distillation
column
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et al[2] if driving force distributes uniformly in a column,
entropy generation is at minimum. Thermodynamic
efficiency is quantified in a distillation column to separate
binary mixtures by Agrawal and Herron[4]. They focused
on the effect of feed conditions on a thermodynamic
efficiency of distillation columns, but they worked only
on binary and ideal mixture (constant relative volatility).
Douani et al. [21] tried to study exergy loss profile for
improving the performance of distillation column. The
results showed a non-uniform irreversibility distribution
in columns especially in condensers, re-boilers and feed
trays. Le Goff et al.[22] studied distillation processes exergy
analysis for high exergy losses in distillation operations,
a new type of distillation (diabatic column) was proposed
in which, Heat exchanging through each stage of the
distillation column was manipulated instead of condensers
and re-boilers on top and bottom of a distillation column.
Jimenez, Salamon, Rivero [23] and Le Goff et al. [22]
compared diabatic and adiabatic distillation columns and
showed that using diabatic columns would cause a great
reduction in entropy production. There are several studies
on diabatic columns; Kjelstrup and Rosjorde[24], Rivero[25],
Sauar et al.[26], Schaller et al.[27], Huang et al.[28] revealed
that diabatic columns are more efficient than adiabatic
column due to lower capital cost and energy consumption
for heating, cooling and etc.
According to the mentioned research, there are many
works related to exergy analysis in distillation columns.
However, there are some gaps too. Most of the studies
used exergetic efficiency method (Khoa[22]) and did not
consider the tray irreversibility, others Like Linhoff[7]
and Zemp [12] considered irreversibility in each stage,
optimized the column with one or two degree of freedom (
preheating, precooling, splitting (feed stage location) and
etc. ) and did not mention recovery precisely. Other works
in diabatic columns (Le Goff[22]) are not easily applicable
in industry.
The purpose of this paper is to find the optimal
condition of distillation columns with six degrees of
freedom (Feed Condition, Reflux Ratio, Number of
theoretical stage, Feed trays (three variables) ), and in the
next step considering pump-around with the six variables.
There are two different approaches. First method is two
targets optimization (Simulated Annealing) which is used
to maximize recovery and minimize irreversibility index
with one objective function. Second method is two targets
optimization (GA Algorithm) which is used to maximize
recovery and minimize irreversibility index using Pareto
sets. In the end, the results are compared.

Energy saving potential for modifications can be
addressed to use T-H curve. A T-H curve at MTC
(minimum thermodynamic condition) for a binary mixture
is defined as distillation conditions approach reversible
operation (without any entropy generation) in a column[511]
. As discussed in detail by Bandyopadhyay et al[8], it
can be assumed that a column with infinite stages and
side exchanger in every stage has been approached to a
reversible operation without heat loss and pressure drop
in the column. On the contrary, Franklin[10] showed that
it is impossible to find a reversible separation scheme for
many practical multi-component separations. However,
it is revealed using the pseudo-binary concept of light
and heavy key can overcome the sharpness limitations of
reversible multi-component distillation[6-9, 11]. T-H curve of
a distillation column was named grand composite curve
(CGCC) by Dhole and Linnhoff [7] and the generating
procedure was described. Bandyopadhyay [9] used the
concept of T-H curves and introduced IRS (invariant
rectifying stripping) curves for a distillation column.
The IRS curves are used to set targets (proper feed
preconditioning, feed location, and etc.) and optimization
of a distillation column[9, 11].
A distillation column can be analyzed from reversibility
overview, using exergy loss profile. Exergy loss profile
indicates irreversibilities in each distillation column stage.
Dhole and Linnhoff[7]; Zemp et al[12], Atkinson[1] showed
acceptable targets to improve the process and remove
irreversibilities. Chang and Li[13]; Santana and Zemp[14]
used the concept and tried to find a minor modification
in distillation column. Later, Faria and Zemp [15] used
exergy loss and enthalpy-temperature profiles to calculate
thermodynamic efficiency in distillation column. Entropy
generation is produced by irreversibility rate in each stage
of a distillation column. De Koeijer and Rivero[16] used
the concept (theory of irreversible thermodynamics, de
Koeijer and Kjelstrup[17]) on both adiabatic and diabatic
experimental water/ethanol rectifying column. Rivero et
al.[14] carried out a detailed exergy analysis of a tertiary
amyl methyl ether (TAME) unit of a crude oil refinery.
Column optimization is implemented in distillation
column with considering different optimization
targets, such as feed preheating, precooling (Dhole and
Linnhoff[7]), feed splitting (Wankat and Kessler[18] Agrawal
and Herron[4], Bandyopadhyay[19, 20]), feed trays, reflux
ratio and adding side condensers/re-boilers. Different
exergy losses in a distillation column on energy-utilization
diagrams are presented by Taprap and Ishida[3]. Energy
transformation and exergy loss of individual process steps
are identified using the diagrams. It is shown by Ratkje
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Underwood-Gilliland, Then, column is solved rigorously
using Bubble Point method to find temperature, enthalpy,
and entropy in each stage, Goy-Stodolla relation is used to
obtain irreversibility and exergy loss profile in each stage.
Simulation code is written in three steps (Figure 2):
1.1 Shortcut Method
Shortcut method is widely used to solve a distillation
column. One of the famous shortcut methods is FUG
(Fenske - Underwood - Gilliland) and, it is divided in
three parts:
Fenske Equation: in this equation, minimum number
of theoretical stage is defined.
(1)
Underwood Equation: in this equation, minimum
reflux rate is shown in the column. According to Seader
[30], two different classes are defined to minimize reflux
rate. The feed is a multi-component mixture in this article,
in turn, separation class is two and the minimum reflux
equation for class 2 separation is:

Figure 1
Simple Distillation Column

(2)
Gilliland Correlation: in this part, from a graphical
curves (or Molokanov equation), real number of
Theoretical stage and reflux rate is obtained. The results
of shortcut method is the initial point for rigorous method.
1.2 Rigorous Method
According to Seader [30], a rigorous method is applied
to find tearing variables in each stage of distillation
column, assuming specified pressure in each stage. Two
specifications are needed; reflux ratio and distillate rate
(both of them are initialized from shortcut method).
Rigorous method is used to solve MESH equations to
accomplish temperature, flow rate, enthalpy, entropy and
distribution of components in each tray.
There are many methods to solve MESH equations.
The simulation code is used in Gas Separation processes
and most of the components have narrow range of vaporliquid equilibrium ratios (K-Value). Thus BP Method is
recommended. This procedure was suggested by Friday
and Smith [31] and developed in detail by Wang and
Henke[32]. Rigorous procedure using BP method is showed
in Figure 3. It is referred to bubble point method, because
in each iteration, a new set of stage temperatures is gained
from bubble-point equations.

Figure 2
Calculation Procedure for Optimizing and Simulating
a Simple Distillation Column

1.3 Exergy Loss Analysis
The exergy balance is similar to an energy balance but
has the fundamental differences. The energy balance is a
statement of the conservation of energy law, the exergy
balance is a statement of the law of energy degradation.
A useful concept for this purpose in exergy analysis is

1. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
The procedure to optimize a single column is well known.
In this article, estimated reflux ratio and theoretical
stages are determined using Shortcut Method (Fenske-
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Irreversibility. Goy-Stodolla Irreversibility relation is:

in the upper part of the column is gained using a heat
balance. The upper part starts from an arbitrary tray and
ends with the condenser. Next, the upper part is extended
tray by tray, and heat surplus is obtained for each tray. The
resultant heat surplus data are used to construct a column
grand composite curve. Finally, maximum heat removal
for each section is determined using the column grand
composite curve. In this article, grand composite curve is
constructed and tried to find the best location for pumparound based on reducing Irreversibility Index in the
distillation column.

(3)
S˙ is an entropy generation in a process and To is
environment temperature. For a control region:
(4)
Temperature, pressure, and composition are known
in each tray, by assuming each tray as a control region,
Irreversibility can be gained in each tray. Irreversibility
Index is the area beneath the exergy loss profile.

Figure 4
Pump-Around
Figure 3
Algorithm for Wang-Henke BP Method for Distillation

1.5 GA Algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic, mimics the
process of natural evolution. In this article, GA Algorithm
is used for Two Targets optimization with two different
approaches. In the First approach (Section 2.3.1) a two
targets algorithm is used and in the second approach, two
targets optimization are merged in one target algorithm
and it is optimized (Section 2.3.2).

1.4 Pump-Around Circuit
A pump-around circuit is a way that withdraws liquid
from a tray, cools it, and then sends it back to upper tray.
The original purpose for adding a pump-around is to
reduce vapor and liquid traffic at the top section of the
column. Without pump-around circuits, all condensation
heat must be removed from the condenser, which causes
in a large vapor flow rate at top trays. It is well known that
heat shifting reduces separation efficiency and decreases
the number of effective ideal trays.
Sharma et al. [33] proposed a method to obtain the
maximum pump-around heat removal. The heat removal
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1.5.1 Two Targets Optimization Using GA Algorithm
Step1. Producing initial generation (pool) stochastically.
Step2. Choosing from population of pool to produce
children.
Step3. Using crossover and mutation function over
selected population from Step2 and producing new
children and adding them to the pool.
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Step4. Calculating objective function value for all the
existing population in the pool.
Step5. Choosing Dominant answers and updating
Pareto set.
Step6. Allocating 25% of new pool with best answers
of current pool based on recovery overview.
Step7. Allocating 25% of new pool with best answers
of current pool based on irreversibility index overview.
Step8. Completing the new pool with the rest of the
answers from current pool.
Step9. If Stop condition is valid, going to Step10,

Otherwise, going back to Step2.
Step10. Stop and exhibit the Pareto set.
Stop condition: 100 times implementation of
Algorithm.
Initial population of the pool: 100.
1.5.2 Crossover Function
Use this function to search in a vast region of answer
region (Diversification). First a stochastic point is chosen
on current answer, switched into two matrixes. Therefore,
from two parent matrixes, two children matrixes are
produced.

After producing children matrixes, if matrix arrays are
not compatible with the problem circumstances, they are
changed to have a correct child.

1.5.3 Mutation Function
First, some arrays from current answer are chosen,
multiplied by β. β is a floating number between 0.8 and 1.2.

It is possible that some answers are depended on each
other. After producing children matrixes, if matrix arrays
is not compatible with the problem circumstances, change
them to have a correct child.

Table 1
Feed Data

3. CASE STUDY: DE-ETHANIZER
3.1 Validation with HYSYS
Feed information is shown in Table1. MATLAB and
Aspen HYSYS 2006[34] are used to simulate de-ethanizer
column.

Names

Data

C2 Composition

0.25

C3 Composition

0.25

i-C4 Composition

0.25

n-C4 Composition

0.25

o

67

TF ( C)

50

PF (Kpa)

2500

Molar Flow (Kgmol/h)

50
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Application is started with a shortcut method and the
Results are used as an initial point for rigorous calculation
(BP- Method). Temperature, Enthalpy, Flow rate and
Liquid Composition profile are obtained from shortcut
results in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 7 indicates, the most important irreversibilities
in the condenser, re-boiler and Feed Tray (Douani et
al. [10]). Irreversibility Index is evaluated to compare
different states in the optimization. The results of the
procedure are shown in Table 2.

(b) Vapor and Liquid Profile				

(a) Composition in Liquid Phase at Each Stage

Figure 5
Distillation Column Profiles from the Shortcut Results

(a) Temperature Profile					

(b) Vapor/Liquid Enthalpy Profile

Figure 6
Distillation Column Profiles from the Shortcut Results
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3.2 Effect of Pump-Around
After solving distillation column rigorously and finding
temperatures, entropies, enthalpies, vapor and liquid
rates in each tray, the pump-around is considered in the
case study. The following assumptions are regarded; it is
permitted to use one pump-around in distillation column.
In pump-around, liquid is extracted from a tray (15% of
the tray liquid), cooled until the temperature reaches 10%
lower than tray temperature. Sharma[33] Method defines,
there are 24 different positions for pump-around (12 trays
including condenser and re-boiler). In Figure 9, the effect
of different positions of pump-around on recovery and
Irreversibility Index are represented. In Figure 8 Exergy
Loss profile for three different conditions (without pumparound, with pump-around at the greatest irreversibility
index and, with pump-around at the lowest irreversibility
index) are shown. The greatest Irreversibility Index
happens when liquid is extracted from tray number 11,
and is sent back to tray 2 .The lowest Irreversibility
Index happens when liquid is extracted from tray 6 and
is entered tray 5. Two different approaches are important;
the maximum ethane recovery and the minimum
Irreversibility Index. Therefore, there are two different
types of results in this section (Table 3). The first array
in the pump-around position is the tray that liquid is
extracted and the second array is the tray that liquid is
send back. In the best condition, Irreversibility Index
increases 4.5% in comparison to the column without
pump-around and recovery decreases 7% in comparison
to the column without pump-around. The results
indicate using pump-around is not reasonable based on
irreversibility and recovery overview.

Figure 7
Exergy Loss Profile in Distillation Column
Table 2
Initial Point of Simulated Annealing Algorithm from
Shortcut Method
Names

Data

Number Of Stage

12

Feed Tray Number

6

Reflux Rate (Kgmol/h)

44.4

Condenser duty (KJ/h )

4.6833e5

Reboiler duty (KJ/h )

-8.2117e5

Irreversibility index

1.07e5

Recovery of ethane

0.9466

In all optimizations, Distillate rate is assumed 12.51
kgmole/hr, however, in this article recovery and purity are
defined.

Figure 8
Comparing Exergy Loss Profile with and Without
Pump-Around

Figure 9
Irreversibility Index vs. Recovery in 24 Different
Position of Pump-Around
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Table 3
Distillation Column with One Pump-Around Using Shortcut Results
Pump-Around position

Recovery

Irreversibility index

Best Irreversibility index

[6 5]

0.7609

1.119e5

Best recovery

[11 5 ]

0.8829

1.16e5

Without pump-around

[- -]

0.94

1.07e5

Names

3.3 Two Targets Optimization-with Feed Splitting
and Without Pump-Around

objective function. Simulated Annealing algorithm is used
to maximize objective function. Objective function is:

3.3.1 Constant Feed Composition (OPT1.Using SA
Algorithm, Objective Function)
In the first part of optimization, there are five degrees of
freedom, Numbers of theoretical stage, Reflux Rate, Feed
Trays (Feed Splitting, three variables), Feed Condition.
On the other hand, single, double and triple feed are
considered in column optimization, but there is not a
pump-around in this section. Composition in feed splitting
is constant.
There are two approaches in two targets optimization,
Pareto set and one objective function. In this part,
objective function is used; on the other hand, two targets
optimization is converted to one target optimization using

(5)
In this paper thermodynamic optimization criterion is
based on Irreversibility index, however in some papers
exergetic efficiency (Rational efficiency concept based
on KOTAS) are used as criterion. The results (obtained
from SA optimization algorithm) are shown in Figure
10. In Table. 4, final results (maximum OF) are shown
in first row. EF is increased 24%, IRR is reduced 28%,
and recovery is 99.3%. In the second row, Lowest IRR
is found during the search for maximum OF (is reduced
35%) but recovery and EF is not suitable in comparison to
first row. It is shown that EF and IRR are almost related.

Table 4
Results from OPT1, a=4, b=2
Names

OF

Recovery

Irreversibility Index

Exergy Efficiency

OPT1, Maximum OF

0.43

99.3%

6.55e4

57.4%

OPT1, Lowest IRR

0.13

91.3%

5.94e4

51.2%

Initial point

0

93.9%

9.16e4

46%

Figure 10
Results from SA Algorithm
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3.2.2 Variant Feed Composition (OPT2. Using SA
Algorithm, Objective Function)
This section is the same as section 3.2 but the feed
composition is variable. The mixture is changed into two
phases, sent liquid phase to rectifying section and gas

phase into stripping section of column. The results are
shown in Table 5.
As it is shown in Table. 5, optimization algorithm
determines the feed to be liquid or nearly close to liquid
phase.

Table 5
Results from OPT2, a=4, b=2
Names

Vapor fraction

OPT1, Maximum OF

N

Feed Tray

OF

Recovery

Irreversibility
Index

Exergy
Efficiency

25

10,11

0.36

97.1%

6.08e4

52.7%

OPT1, Lowest IRR

0

24

9

0.33

92.1%

4.7e4

58%

Initial point

0

12

6

0

93.9%

9.16e4

46%

3.2.3 Constant Feed Composition (OPT3. Using GA
Algorithm, Pareto Set)
This section is the same as section 3.2.1 but GA algorithm
is used instead of SA algorithm and Pareto set is used
instead of equations in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

Irreversibility index is reduced 6.7% (EF is increased
14.7%) and recovery reached to 99% in Maximum
recovery state. In the Minimum IRR, recovery 1.1% and
Irreversibility index is reduced 38.31% (EF is increased
30%).

Table 6
Results from OPT3, a=4, b=2
Names
Maximum Recovery
Minimum IRR
Initial point

Recovery

Irreversibility Index

Exergy Efficiency

99%

8.54e4

52.8%

95%

5.65e4

59.8%

93.9%

9.16e4

46%

Figure 11
Results from GA Algorithm
In this section, Algorithm in 3.2.1 is used for optimization
but pump-around circuit is considered. In pump-around
circuit heat removal duty is considered constant (QP=
178,800 KJ/h) and it is used to cool the extracting liquid
from source tray to send it back to destination tray. The
results are shown in Table 7.

3.3 Two Targets Optimization-with Feed Splitting
and Pump-Around
It is assumed that heat removal duty is 178,000 kj/kgmol
and it is used to cool the liquid coming from a tray and
sending back to column.
3.3.1 OPT4. Using SA Algorithm, Objective Function
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Table 7
Results from OPT4, a=4, b=2
Names

OF

Recovery

Irreversibility Index

OPT1, Maximum OF

0.198

96.99%

1.13e5

OPT1, Lowest IRR

0.08

90.14%

1.04e5

Initial point

0

88.09%

1.12e5

It is shown that using pump-around reduces recovery
and increases Irreversibility index in comparison to
previous section, in turn, using pump-around is not
reasonable.
3.3.2 OPT5. Using GA Algorithm, Pareto Set
In this section, Algorithm in 3.2.3 is used for optimization
and pump-around circuit is considered. In pump-around
circuit, heat removal duty is considered constant (QP=
178,800 KJ/h) and it is used to cool the extracting liquid
from source tray to send it back to destination tray. The
results are shown in Table 8.
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